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ABSTRACT
Dedicated photometric and spectroscopic surveys have provided unambiguous evi-
dence for a strong stellar mass-size evolution of galaxies within the last 10Gyr. The
likely progenitors of today’s most massive galaxies are remarkably small, disky, pas-
sive and have already assembled much of their stellar mass at redshift z=2. An in-
depth analysis of these objects, however, is currently not feasible due to the lack of
high-quality, spatially-resolved photometric and spectroscopic data. In this paper, we
present a sample of nearby compact elliptical galaxies (CEGs), which bear resem-
blance to the massive and quiescent galaxy population at earlier times. Hubble Space
Telescope (HST ) and wide-field integral field unit (IFU) data have been obtained, and
are used to constrain orbit-based dynamical models and stellar population synthesis
(SPS) fits, to unravel their structural and dynamical properties. We first show that our
galaxies are outliers in the present-day stellar mass-size relation. They are, however,
consistent with the mass-size relation of compact, massive and quiescent galaxies at
redshift z=2. The compact sizes of our nearby galaxies imply high central stellar mass
surface densities, which are also in agreement with the massive galaxy population at
higher redshift, hinting at strong dissipational processes during their formation. Cor-
roborating evidence for a largely passive evolution within the last 10Gyr is provided
by their orbital distribution as well as their stellar populations, which are difficult to
reconcile with a very active (major) merging history. This all supports that we can
use nearby CEGs as local analogues of the high-redshift, massive and quiescent galaxy
population, thus providing additional constraints for models of galaxy formation and
evolution.
Key words: galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD — galaxies: evolution — galaxies:
formation — galaxies: kinematics and dynamics — galaxies: structure
1 INTRODUCTION
The structural and dynamical properties of early-type
galaxies (ETGs) are key to our understanding of their
formation and evolution. The homogenous properties of
the most massive ellipticals, including their evolved stellar
? E-mail: yildirim@mpia.de
populations and high metallicities (e.g. Bower et al. 1992;
Gallazzi et al. 2006; Jimenez et al. 2007; Graves et al.
2009a,b; Kuntschner et al. 2010), boxy isophotes and high
Sérsic indices (e.g. Kormendy & Bender 1996; Kormendy
et al. 2009), isotropic velocity distributions and non-
rotating, pressure supported velocity profiles (e.g. Binney
1978; Davies et al. 1983; van der Marel 1991; Emsellem
et al. 2007; Cappellari et al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 2011),
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are considered as cornerstones, which a successful theory of
galaxy formation and evolution has to be able to reproduce.
Understanding the formation and evolution of ETGs in
general - i.e. of the entire population of disky fast-rotators
and boxy slow-rotators - becomes even more important
when considering that more than half of the stellar mass
in the universe is confined to this class of objects and
the spheroidal components of disk galaxies, which closely
resemble elliptical galaxies of similar luminosity (Fukugita
et al. 1998; Hogg et al. 2002; Bell et al. 2003; Baldry et al.
2004).
Monolithic collapse (Eggen et al. 1962) has long been
considered the principal formation mechanism for galax-
ies in general and the population of ETGs in particular.
However, the advent of deeper imaging and the possibility
to obtain K-band number counts (Kauffmann & Charlot
1998) as well as galaxy luminosity functions (Faber et al.
2007) at high redshift (z ∼ 1) has effectively ruled out this
simple formation scenario. An alternative to the monolithic
collapse theory for the formation and evolution of ETGs
is provided by the merging paradigm (Toomre & Toomre
1972; Toomre 1977) which, within a cosmological frame-
work (White & Rees 1978), predicts a hierarchical build-
up of galaxies through successive minor and major merg-
ing events. Considerable efforts have therefore been made in
developing high-resolution N -body simulations of dissipa-
tional and dissipationless (un-)equal mass mergers of (disk-
)galaxies (Barnes 1988, 1989; Barnes & Hernquist 1996;
Hernquist 1992, 1993; Naab & Burkert 2003; Jesseit et al.
2005; Robertson et al. 2006; Cox et al. 2006). While these
simulations have been remarkably successful in reproducing
the global photometric and kinematic properties of disky
fast-rotating and boxy slow-rotating ellipticals, discrepan-
cies remain in recovering e.g. the detailed dynamics of the
most massive, slow-rotating ellipticals (Burkert et al. 2008)
as well as their chemical abundance ratios (Naab & Ostriker
2009).
The issue of reproducing massive ETGs in the local
universe is even more severe if their structural and mor-
phological transformation through cosmic time is taken into
account. By tracing back a population of galaxies at con-
stant number density (van Dokkum et al. 2010) their de-
tailed mass and size evolution can be recovered, indicating
that the likely progenitors of today’s red, massive galaxy
population (a.k.a. "red nuggets") have been considerably
smaller and denser at earlier times (Daddi et al. 2005; Tru-
jillo et al. 2006; Zirm et al. 2007; van der Wel et al. 2008;
van Dokkum et al. 2008; Szomoru et al. 2010, 2012; van der
Wel et al. 2014). Star formation was already quenched for
a large fraction of this galaxy population and hence is un-
able to explain their drastic growth in size and mass since
z = 2 (Re ∝M2? ; Kriek et al. 2006; Toft et al. 2007; Cimatti
et al. 2008; Kriek et al. 2008, 2009; Williams et al. 2009;
van Dokkum et al. 2010). Moreover, these galaxies are disky
(Toft et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006; van der Wel et al. 2011;
Chang et al. 2013), with small Sérsic indices, and have high
stellar velocity dispersions (van Dokkum et al. 2009; Bezan-
son et al. 2011; Toft et al. 2012; van de Sande et al. 2013).
Here again, monolithic collapse fails to understand their evo-
lution, as their present-day descendants would be too small
and too low in number density (Kriek et al. 2008; Bezanson
et al. 2009). On the other hand, binary mergers of equal
mass (disk-)galaxies result in a comparable growth in size
and mass (M ∝ Re; Hilz et al. 2012, 2013) and the required
level of mergers would lead to an overestimation of the local
galaxy mass function at the upper end (McLure et al. 2013).
Focus has therefore shifted to a two-phase growth, in
which the assembly history of massive galaxies is dominated
by an initial dissipative stage, where stars are formed in-situ,
followed by an inside-out growth through few major and
numerous minor merging events (Naab et al. 2009; Hopkins
et al. 2009a; van Dokkum et al. 2010; Oser et al. 2010, 2012;
Lackner et al. 2012; Hilz et al. 2012, 2013; Pérez et al. 2013;
Patel et al. 2013; Bédorf & Portegies Zwart 2013; Wellons
et al. 2016).
The theoretical efforts are motivated by snapshots in
the evolution of ETGs, provided by objects in the local
universe and observational progress in obtaining photomet-
ric and spectroscopic data of galaxies at higher redshift
(z 6 2). These, however, are notoriously difficult and expen-
sive with current observational facilities. More importantly
though, accurate measurements of stellar masses for galax-
ies at z = 2, for instance, rely on fits to their spectral energy
distribution (SED), which are liable to the stellar popula-
tion synthesis (SPS) models (Conroy et al. 2009). Similarly,
stellar dynamical masses - the gold standard, which is gen-
erally employed to countercheck the aforementioned stellar
mass estimates - are currently based on the measurement of
the central velocity dispersions only (Kriek et al. 2009; van
Dokkum et al. 2009; van de Sande et al. 2011; Toft et al.
2012; Bezanson et al. 2013; van de Sande et al. 2013) and
virial mass estimators which are calibrated for the popula-
tion of nearby ellipticals (Cappellari et al. 2006). Hence our
understanding of the evolution of ETGs suffers from both
systematic uncertainties in deriving accurate measurements
as well as modelling assumptions due to the lack of spatially
resolved data.
Optimally, one would like to study the progenitors of
today’s massive galaxy population in the local universe
where, according to the stochastic nature of the merging
mechanism, a non-negligible number is expected to survive
unaltered (Quilis & Trujillo 2013). High quality photomet-
ric and spectroscopic data would allow a more detailed
investigation and yield a more complete picture of their
sizes and masses, their luminous and dark matter content,
their stellar angular momentum profiles and pristine stellar
populations, which in turn contain information regarding
their origin and their (non-)violent growth mechanisms.
Even though some individual objects have already been
found and are claimed to be the relics of the early universe
(e.g. van den Bosch et al. 2012; Trujillo et al. 2014; Ferré-
Mateu et al. 2015; Yıldırım et al. 2015), no study yet has
aimed to inspect the global properties of this leftover galaxy
population by accumulating a large, homogenous and
complementary set of high-quality data while employing
state-of-the-art modelling techniques.
In this paper, we present a sample of 16 nearby
(6 112Mpc) compact elliptical galaxies (CEGs). These
objects have been discovered by the Hobby-Eberly Tele-
scope Massive Galaxy Survey (HETMGS; van den Bosch
et al. 2015). The goal of the HETMGS was to obtain
spatially resolved spectroscopic data of a large number of
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galaxies in order to assess their suitability for follow-up
observations, which might be able to ultimately resolve
their black hole sphere-of-influence (SOI) and thus enable
a dynamical measurement of their supermassive black hole
(SMBH) mass. The CEGs have been picked-up by the
HETMGS based on the SOI argument, which naturally
targets galaxies with the highest stellar velocity dispersions,
and a diversity sampling strategy to cover a wider range
of host galaxy properties with respect to the objects
that already populate the black hole scaling relations
(e.g. Kormendy & Ho 2013). Detailed investigations on a
case-to-case study, based on high-spatial resolution imaging
and spectroscopy as well as wide-field IFU data, revealed
interesting results with respect to their SMBHs and dark
matter halos (e.g. Walsh et al. 2015; Yıldırım et al. 2016).
Here, however, we will gain insight into the sample’s global
structural and dynamical properties and aim to provide a
tight observational link to the likely progenitors of today’s
massive galaxy population at redshift z ∼ 2. Given the
body of evidence that is presented throughout this paper,
we will postulate that these objects are indeed (largely)
passively evolved analogues of the compact, massive galaxy
population at z ∼ 2. Consequently, their characteristics
provide a benchmark of the ETG population of ∼ 10Gyr
ago and can be used as constraints for formation models
which try to recover the evolutionary path of massive ETGs
within a cosmological context.
The paper proceeds as follows: We briefly revisit the
data acquisition and reduction pipelines in Section 2. The
wealth of photometric and spectroscopic information is ex-
ploited by means of our orbit-based dynamical models and
stellar population synthesis fits, with the details of the mod-
elling machineries highlighted in Sec. 3. We derive accurate
stellar and dark masses, stellar mass surface density profiles,
total mass density slopes and spatially resolved stellar ages,
metallicities and abundance ratios, which are all presented
in Sec. 4, and draw a comparison to galaxies at high and
low redshift. We qualitatively discuss the impact of minor
and major mergers - the currently adopted and prominent
formation channel for ETGs since z ∼ 2 - and assess if these
mechanisms are capable of evolving CEGs into and recon-
ciling their properties with the massive and nearby ETG
population. Finally, we summarise our findings in Sec. 5.
Throughout this paper we adopt 5th year results of the
Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (WMAP ; Hinshaw
et al. 2009), with a Hubble constant of H0 = 70.5 km s−1
Mpc−1, a matter density of ΩM = 0.27 and a cosmological
constant of Ωλ = 0.73.
2 DATA
2.1 HST imaging
We covered the photometric pipeline in detail in Yıldırım
et al. (2015). For the sake of completeness, we encapsulate
the most relevant aspects.
Single orbit imaging of 15 CEGs have been obtained
with the HST WFC3 in I- (F814W) and H -band (F160W),
as part of program GO: 13050 (PI: van den Bosch). The
I-band data comprises three dithered full-array exposures
with a total integration time of 500 s, whereas the H-band
data consists of three dithered full-array and four sub-array
exposures with a total integration time of ∼ 1400 s for each
galaxy. The H-band full-arrays are 450 s long exposures, cov-
ering a nominal field of view (FOV) of 136 ′′ × 123 ′′. The
1.7 s short 16 ′′ × 16 ′′ sub-array exposures serve the pur-
pose of mitigating possible saturation of the high surface
brightness nucleus in the long full-array exposures.
For the analysis presented throughout this paper, we
solely make use of the deeper H-band photometry. Obser-
vations in the near-infrared (NIR) F160W filter have been
chosen to minimise the effect of dust extinction and line
blanketing while being aware that the NIR is also a better
tracer of the stellar mass. Contamination from more recent
starbursting events is minimal at longer wavelengths and the
stellar mass-to-light ratio (Υ?) thus becomes a weaker func-
tion of the underlying stellar populations (Bell & de Jong
2001; Cole et al. 2001).
The reduction and combination of the exposures is car-
ried out via Astrodrizzle (Gonzaga et al. 2012). Here,
flat-field calibrated images are corrected for geometric dis-
tortions and drizzled onto a reference frame, where they are
aligned according to the pointing information provided in
the header of the respective files. The aligned images are
then combined; the final output image is weighted by the
exposure times of the individual input images. This final
output image is then drizzled back onto the original, geomet-
rically distorted but flat-field calibrated images, to identify
cosmic rays and bad pixels. The sky level in the individual
exposures is determined by iterative sigma-clipping of uni-
formly distributed pixels. However, both the deep full-array
and sub-array exposures are dominated by galaxy light, ei-
ther from the nucleus or the extended stellar halo of these
objects. We therefore determine the sky level manually in
less contaminated regions of the full-array exposures, while
the background flux of the sub-array exposures is derived
by measuring the flux difference between the sky subtracted
full-arrays and the non-sky subtracted individual sub-arrays.
We present the final supersampled output of the pho-
tometric pipeline in Fig. 1, where we illustrate the HST
H -band images of 15 compact ellipticals with a FOV of ∼
150 ′′ at a resolution of 0.06 ′′ per pixel. To this sample we
add the compact elliptical galaxy NGC1277. H-band pho-
tometry of NGC1277 is missing and we therefore rely on
HST archival data (F550M) for this object, which has been
obtained as part of program GO: 10546 (PI:Fabian). We re-
fer the reader to van den Bosch et al. (2012) for the details,
but provide an illustration of the shallower HST V-band
imaging along with the other galaxies in Fig. 1. The specifics
of NGC1277’s photometric data are also discussed in Em-
sellem (2013), Yıldırım et al. (2015),Walsh et al. (2016) and
Graham et al. (2016).
The point spread function (PSF) has been adopted
from the Cosmic Assembly Near-Infrared Deep Extragalac-
tic Survey (CANDELS; van der Wel et al. 2012). To this
end, a model PSF has been created via TinyTim in the
F160W filter and is centred on the WFC3 detector, where
distortion is minimal. The synthetic PSFs are generated
for different dither positions and are then drizzled onto a
common frame, reproducing a PSF at the same scale as our
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure 1. HST H -band photometry (with the exception of NGC1277, where we rely on V -band imaging) of the local CEGs, with a
FOV of ∼ 150 ′′ (i.e. > 50 kpc2, given the distance of the closest object) and a final scale of 0.06 ′′/pixel. The horizontal bar on the
bottom of each panel represents 3Re and thus illustrates the deep coverage of the HST imaging data, with the compass showing the
imaging orientation.
final science image with a PSF size of 0.17 ′′ FWHM.
In Sec. 3, we derive accurate stellar masses via our orbit-
based dynamical models which, in turn, need a stellar mass
model within which a representative library of orbits can be
calculated. The stellar mass model is obtained from a depro-
jection of the surface brightness (SB) distribution for a given
set of viewing angles. We parametrise the SB with a set of
multiple, two-dimensional Gaussian functions (MGE; Mon-
net et al. 1992; Emsellem et al. 1994). The Gaussians do not
form a complete set and the deprojection is not unique even
in the case of an axisymmetric stellar system (Rybicki 1987),
but the SB distributions of realistic multi-component galax-
ies are commonly well reproduced (Cappellari 2002) and the
MGE method is convenient, since the convolution with the
PSF as well as the deprojection can be handled analytically.
All MGEs, except two, have been obtained with a constant
position angle (PA) and a common centre for each galaxy.
This is a necessary though insufficient condition for the de-
projection in an oblate axisymmetric case, but reasonable
given their small variation in the PA (∆PA 6 5 ◦) and the
acceptable reproduction of their SB profiles. For NGC2767
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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and PGC11179 we observe a PA twist in the centre, hinting
at the presence of a bar, a dust disk and/or spiral arms and
therefore stick to the assumption of an oblate disk model
with axial symmetry. NGC0472 and NGC1282, however,
show a significant variation of the PA from the innermost to
the outermost regions, indicating that these two galaxies are
in fact rather triaxial. The details of all MGEs are listed in
Appendix A. Magnitude measurements have been corrected
for galactic extinction (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) and the
luminosity density has been obtained by adopting an abso-
lute magnitude of 3.32 for the sun in H -band (Binney &
Merrifield 1998).
We further analyse the photometry by carrying out sin-
gle Sérsic fits, but derive accurate sizes also in terms of
the major axis radius of a best-fitting circular and elliptical
isophote that contains half of the light. We adopt the ellip-
tical effective radii as their true sizes throughout this paper,
unless mentioned otherwise, and adopt errors of 0.1 kpc in
order to account for uncertainties in the distance. As pointed
out by Hopkins et al. (2010) and illustrated in Cappellari
et al. (2013a), this measurement of the effective radius is
less prone to inclination effects. Given the high quality of
our photometric observations, and in contrast to observa-
tions of the red and massive galaxy population at higher
redshifts (e.g. van der Wel et al. 2014), we can follow the
low SB wings down to more than 10 magnitudes below the
central SB (see Yıldırım et al. 2015) and therefore do not
need to rely on parametrised fits to derive accurate sizes. We
compile the photometric properties of our sample in Table
1.
2.2 PPAK kinematics
We present the data acquisition and reduction pipeline
for our sample of 16 CEGs. This yields the wide-field IFU
stellar kinematics which are used for the kinematic analysis
and as input for our orbit-based dynamical models. For
a more detailed overview, though, we refer the reader to
Yıldırım et al. (2015) where the kinematic pipeline is also
discussed at length.
Spectroscopic data of all galaxies have been obtained
at the 3.5m telescope at Calar Alto, during multiple runs
between December 2011 and October 2014. Mounted on
the telescope is the Potsdam Multi Aperture Spectrograph
(PMAS; Roth et al. 2005) and the PPAK fibre module (Ver-
heijen et al. 2004; Kelz et al. 2006). The PPAK module con-
sists of 382 fibres, each with a diameter of 2.7 ′′ projected
on the sky, which are bundled to a hexagonal shape, cov-
ering a FOV of ∼ 1.3  ′. A total of 36 fibres, bundled in
pairs of 6 fibres each, are located 72 ′′ away from the centre
and dedicated to sample the sky while 15 fibres are used for
calibration purposes. The remaining fibres are science fibres
with an inter-fibre distance of 3.2 ′′ and hence provide a fill-
ing factor of 60 per cent across the entire FOV, but a 100 per
cent filling factor as well as an increase in spatial resolution
is ensured when used with a three-point dither pattern.
Two setups, consisting of a medium-resolution V1200
and a low-resolution V500 grating, are available. Observa-
tions of MRK1216 and NGC1277 have been obtained with
the former and were already presented and discussed in
Yıldırım et al. (2015). In brief, the V1200 grating has a
resolving power of R = 1650 at 4000 Å with a spectral res-
olution of 2.3 Å FWHM across the nominal spectral range
of 3400 - 4840 Å, based on line-width measurements in the
arc lamp exposures. This corresponds to an instrumental
velocity dispersion of σ = 85 km s−1. Both galaxies have
been observed for a total of 1.5h on-source, with two sci-
ence exposures of 900 s in each of the three dither pointings.
On the other hand, observations for the remaining galaxies
have been carried out with the lower resolution V500 grat-
ing which has a resolving power of R = 850 at 5400 Å and a
spectral resolution of 6.3 Å FWHM across the nominal spec-
tral range of 3745 - 7500 Å. This configuration corresponds
to an instrumental velocity dispersion of σ = 150 km s−1.
For each of these 14 objects, we obtained data with a total
of 6 hours on-source integration, split into three complete
runs with three dither pointings of 2400 s each, divided into
two frames à 1200 s.
The data reduction follows a dedicated pipeline, which
has been developed for the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field
Spectroscopy Area Survey (CALIFA) (Sánchez et al. 2012;
Husemann et al. 2013) and includes bias and stray light sub-
traction, flat-fielding, cosmic ray cleaning (Husemann et al.
2012), sky subtraction by means of the 30 faintest sky fibres,
wavelength calibration, flexure correction and flux calibra-
tion using spectrophotometric standard stars. Spectra from
the three pointings were then combined and resampled into
a data cube with a 1 ′′ sampling, using a distance-weighted
interpolation algorithm, followed by a correction for differ-
ential atmospheric refraction.
The line-of-sight velocity distribution (LOSVD) has
been extracted from the reduced data by fitting the spa-
tially binned spectra (Cappellari & Copin 2003) with a non-
negative linear combination of stellar templates (Cappellari
& Emsellem 2004), in the vignetting and sensitivity limited
useful spectral range of 4200 - 7000 Å. This spectral range
covers important absorption features, including Hβ, Mgb
and Fe 5015. The spectra were binned to reach a minimum
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 40 in each Voronoi zone. This
target S/N is deemed sufficient to reliably extract the line-of-
sight velocity v, velocity dispersion σ as well as the higher
order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4, which quantify
the asymmetric and symmetric deviations from a Gaussian
LOSVD (van der Marel & Franx 1993; Bender et al. 1994).
Likewise, a conservative S/N threshold of 10 for each spaxel
has been chosen to achieve a trade-off between spatial res-
olution and coverage of the kinematic data, which leads to
up to 600 spatially binned measurements of the LOSVD (for
the highest quality data cube). For the stars, we made use
of the Indo-U.S. stellar library with 328 spectral templates
and a nominal spectral resolution of 1.2 Å FWHM. Sky and
emission line features in each data cube have been identified
and masked, spatial masks have been employed to exclude
any contamination by fore- and background objects and ad-
ditive Legendre polynomials of 15th order have been used
to correct the template continuum shapes during the fitting
process. The central spectrum of each galaxy is shown in
Fig. 2, along with the model residuals, showcasing the high
quality of the PPAK observations and of the corresponding
fits. As a result, we obtained large scale measurements of
the mean line-of-sight velocity v, velocity dispersion σ and
higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4, which map
the 2D stellar kinematics out to several effective radii.
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Table 1. Photometric properties of 16 CEGs and details of their imaging observations. The columns depict the galaxy (1), the cor-
responding HST filter with which the observations have been acquired (2), the effective major axis radius from a single Sérsic fit (3),
the flattening of the single Sérsic (4), the effective radius measured from a circular aperture that contains half of the light (5), the
effective radius measured along the major axis of a best-fitting ellipse that contains half of the light, which we adopt as their trues sizes
throughout this paper (6), the total apparent magnitude (extinction corrected) in H -band (except of NGC1277, for which we rely on
V -band imaging) (7), and the adopted distance (8).
Galaxy HST Re,ser b/a Re,circ Re,ell mag D
[kpc] [kpc] [kpc] [H,Vega] [Mpc]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
MRK1216 F160W 2.8 ± 0.1 0.58 2.3 ± 0.1 3.0 ± 0.1 10.41 94 ± 2
NGC0384 F160W 2.0 ± 0.1 0.68 1.5 ± 0.1 1.8 ± 0.1 10.32 59 ± 1
NGC0472 F160W 3.0 ± 0.1 0.72 2.0 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 10.55 74 ± 1
NGC1270 F160W 2.1 ± 0.1 0.68 1.9 ± 0.1 2.2 ± 0.1 9.79 69 ± 1
NGC1271 F160W 2.1 ± 0.1 0.43 1.4 ± 0.1 2.0 ± 0.1 10.72 80 ± 2
NGC1277 F550M 1.3 ± 0.1 0.52 1.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 13.80 71 ± 1
NGC1281 F160W 2.0 ± 0.1 0.64 1.3 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 10.46 60 ± 1
NGC1282 F160W 1.8 ± 0.1 0.82 1.2 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.1 10.02 31 ± 2
NGC2767 F160W 2.8 ± 0.1 0.75 1.9 ± 0.1 2.4 ± 0.1 10.64 74 ± 1
NGC3990 F160W 0.6 ± 0.1 0.50 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1 9.94 15 ± 1
PGC11179 F160W 2.1 ± 0.1 0.66 1.8 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 10.74 94 ± 2
PGC12562 F160W 1.0 ± 0.1 0.53 0.7 ± 0.1 0.7 ± 0.1 11.08 67 ± 1
PGC32873 F160W 2.3 ± 0.1 0.53 1.9 ± 0.1 2.3 ± 0.1 11.02 112 ±2
PGC70520 F160W 1.8 ± 0.1 0.49 1.2 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.1 10.62 72 ± 1
UGC2698 F160W 4.1 ± 0.1 0.73 3.1 ± 0.1 3.7 ± 0.1 9.93 89 ± 2
UGC3816 F160W 2.9 ± 0.1 0.69 1.8 ± 0.1 2.1 ± 0.1 9.66 51 ± 1
Figure 2. Central PPAK spectrum of 14 CEGs, for which ob-
servations with the V500 grating have been acquired. MRK1216
and NGC1277 are excluded from the figure given their different
observational setup, resulting in a narrower and more blue-shifted
spectral coverage of 3400 - 4840 Å. The spectra have been fitted
with the Indo-U.S. stellar templates, convolved with the best-
fitting LOSVD, and the corresponding model residuals are shown
in the bottom. Fluxes have been shifted by an arbitrary amount
for the sake of clarity. Sky and emission line features are gen-
erously masked and excluded from the fits, explaining the high
residuals at e.g. ∼ 4300 and 5500 Å.
The measurement errors are determined via Monte
Carlo simulations by adding random Gaussian noise to the
spectrum based upon the PPXF model residuals. Within the
effective radius, the measurement errors are in general less
than 10 km s−1 for v and σ, but can reach values of up to
50 km s−1 for some of the outermost bins well beyond 3Re,
as those bins cannot accumulate enough spaxels to reach the
target S/N. Moreover, the robustness of the measurements
has been tested by employing the MILES stellar library
instead with a subset of 117 spectral templates (Sánchez-
Blázquez et al. 2006; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2011), by includ-
ing multiplicative Legendre polynomials and by varying the
width of the spectral masks. The measurements are largely
consistent within the 2σ measurement errors and the mean
deviations amount to 5 and 10 km s−1 for v and σ respec-
tively and to roughly 0.02 for h3 and h4. The largely con-
sistent measurements of the LOSVD encourage us to stick
to the fiducial kinematics, but we take into account the sys-
tematic measurement uncertainties between the individual
runs by adding them in quadrature to the formal 1σ fitting
uncertainties.
For illustration purposes, we display the bi-symmetrised
stellar kinematic maps (along with the best-fitting dynami-
cal model predictions, which will be discussed in more detail
in Sec. 3.1) in Appendix B. To visualise the extent of the
kinematic data and to facilitate a direct comparison with
the photometry, we overplot contours of constant SB at 1
and 3Re, given the measurements from the high-spatial res-
olution imaging. All objects show fast and regular rotation
around the short axis with velocities of up to 280 km s−1.
The kinematics reveal a strong anti-correlation between v
and h3 (see also Yıldırım et al. 2015, 2016; Walsh et al.
2015, 2016), with many galaxies also exhibiting exceptional
central stellar velocity dispersion peaks of up to 380 km s−1.
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Table 2. Kinematic properties of 16 CEGs and details of their spectroscopic observations. The columns depict the galaxy (1), the
corresponding PPAK grating with which the observations have been taken (2), the central stellar velocity dispersion (3), the stellar
velocity dispersion within the best-fitting circular aperture that contains half of the light (4), the specific stellar angular momentum at
one (5) and three elliptic effective radii (6), and the reconstructed PSF, expanded by an inner (7) and outer round Gaussian (8) with its
corresponding weight and dispersion.
Galaxy PPAK σc σe,circ λ1Re,ell λ3Re,ell 1st Gaussian 2nd Gaussian
[km s−1] [km s−1] weight - dispersion [′′] weight - dispersion [′′]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
MRK1216 V1200 335±6 308±7 0.36 0.40 0.767 - 1.339 0.233 - 3.719
NGC0384 V500 240±5 221±6 0.49 0.53 0.793 - 1.637 0.207 - 6.000
NGC0472 V500 252±7 217±8 0.23 0.19 0.837 - 1.063 0.163 - 4.544
NGC1270 V500 376±9 327±8 0.30 0.37 0.857 - 1.202 0.143 - 5.953
NGC1271 V500 302±8 295±6 0.50 0.62 0.822 - 1.478 0.178 - 4.289
NGC1277 V1200 355±5 317±5 0.45 0.63 0.751 - 1.208 0.249 - 2.440
NGC1281 V500 263±6 240±7 0.37 0.54 1.000 - 1.637 0.000 - 0.000
NGC1282 V500 204±6 201±4 0.31 0.45 0.802 - 1.847 0.198 - 5.492
NGC2767 V500 247±9 223±9 0.36 0.57 0.769 - 1.177 0.231 - 5.486
NGC3990 V500 108±18 93±9 0.22 0.48 0.844 - 1.462 0.156 - 6.000
PGC11179 V500 292±7 266±9 0.41 0.57 0.643 - 1.411 0.357 - 5.279
PGC12562 V500 260±7 256±9 0.13 0.41 0.345 - 0.877 0.655 - 1.587
PGC32873 V500 308±9 304±8 0.44 0.62 0.877 - 1.353 0.123 - 5.775
PGC70520 V500 259±8 248±8 0.40 0.68 0.893 - 1.500 0.107 - 6.000
UGC2698 V500 351±8 304±6 0.19 0.21 0.576 - 1.368 0.424 - 6.000
UGC3816 V500 251±7 224±6 0.43 0.66 0.683 - 1.840 0.317 - 6.000
We also point out that the velocity dispersions of almost all
galaxies are well above the PPAK instrumental resolution
within the effective radius. Only in some individual cases
do we observe a drop below this threshold for the outer-
most bins. Still, the bulk of our measurements are not af-
fected by the resolution limit except for NGC3990, where
the measurements commonly fall below 150 km s−1 and thus
question the reliability of this data set.
Finally, the PSFs of the spectroscopic observations have
been recovered by convolving the deconvolved MGEs with
two round Gaussians in order to match the collapsed PPAK
data cubes. The details of the spectroscopic observations
and the kinematic properties of our sample are summarised
in Table 2.
3 ANALYSIS
3.1 Schwarzschild models
We construct orbit-based dynamical models for all galaxies
in our sample. To this end, we make use of the triaxial
realisation of Schwarzschild’s orbit superposition method
(van den Bosch et al. 2008). The working principles, details
and application of this method to CEGs are also discussed
in Yıldırım et al. (2015, 2016) and Walsh et al. (2015,
2016). Here, we confine ourselves to a brief description of
the main steps.
We start with a mass model within which a representa-
tive orbit library is being calculated. The orbit library com-
prises 7776 orbits, sampled along 32 logarithmically spaced
equipotential shells. Whereas the innermost shell is at a fixed
location of 0.003 ′′ away from the centre, the location of the
outermost shell is adjusted for each galaxy to ensure that the
gravitational potential is well sampled out to at least four
times the size of the largest Gaussian in the MGE. Every
shell is then used as a starting point for 9 orbits. We employ
the (x,z) start space twice, to account for pro- and retro-
grade orbits, whereas the (θ, φ) start space is populated only
once and comprises triaxial orbit families, given the triaxial
nature of the modelling machinery that can be run in the ax-
isymmetric limit. The orbits are numerically integrated 200
times the period of a closed elliptical orbit of equal energy
and their projected and deprojected quantities are stored
and PSF convolved for comparison with the data. We find
a non-negative linear superposition of the orbits that best
matches the binned LOSVD in a χ2-sense, with the intrin-
sic and aperture masses provided by the MGE being used
as additional constraints which have to be recovered with
an accuracy of 2 per cent. The contributions of the indi-
vidual gravitational constituents are then varied, and the
aforementioned steps are reiterated, in order to assess the
confidence intervals for the parameters of interest.
Our mass model includes the stellar mass component
M?, which is the deprojected intrinsic luminosity density
times the constant stellar mass-to-light ratio Υ?/Υ in H-
and V-band respectively (the latter only for NGC1277), the
mass of a supermassive black hole M• and a dark matter
component which is parametrised by a spherically symmetric
NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1996, 1997) with concentration
cDM and total virial mass MDM = M200. The concentration
is usually not well constrained by our orbit-based dynamical
models (e.g Yıldırım et al. 2015; Walsh et al. 2015), which
is why we fix the concentration to cDM = 10. Moreover, the
PPAK data with its 2.7 ′′ wide fibres and a PSF of ∼ 3 ′′
FWHM is usually not sufficient to resolve the black hole
sphere of influence. We therefore fix the black hole mass ac-
cording to the black hole mass - stellar velocity dispersion
relation (M•−σ; van den Bosch 2016), adopting the PPAK
central velocity dispersion in each galaxy as a conservative
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estimate for σ. Even in the case of our CEGs with pro-
nounced stellar velocity dispersion peaks in the centre, hint-
ing at the presence of very massive SMBHs, theM•−σ rela-
tion still provides a decent proxy of the central SMBH in con-
trast to the relation between black hole mass and bulge lu-
minosity. This is particularly true for NGC1271, NGC1277
and MRK1216, where our black hole mass estimate agrees
well within a factor of two with the results from orbit-based
dynamical models of adaptive optics assisted IFU observa-
tions (Walsh et al. 2015, 2016, 2017). Our models thus probe
the two parameter space in Υ? ∈ [0.5,3] and log(MDM/M?)
∈ [-2,5], in steps of 0.05 and 0.5 respectively.
We assume a close to oblate axisymmetric shape (with
an intermediate to long-axis ratio of q = 0.99) for all but two
CEGs. Modelling galaxies in the axisymmetric limit enables
us to recover their LOSVD while benefiting from additional
(i.e. triaxial) orbit families that are vital only for the sup-
port of triaxial mass configurations. Axial symmetry is a well
justified assumption for the bulk of our sample, considering
their fast and regular rotation around the short axis, the
anti-correlation between v and h3, the negligible PA varia-
tion, the agreement of the photometric and kinematic PA
and results from shape inversions of a large sample of fast-
rotating galaxies (Weijmans et al. 2014). We note, however,
that two galaxies - namely NGC0472 and NGC1282 - ex-
hibit strong isophotal twists (∆PA > 10 ◦), which cannot
be explained by the presence of a bar and/or spiral features
in the centre where the oblate disk assumption would still
hold. In these instances, we pick a viable viewing orienta-
tion θ, φ, ψ (which are directly linked to the intrinsic shape
parameters p, q and u) for which the MGE can still be de-
projected. For NGC0472 and NGC1282 this is (54.114 ◦,
-20.994 ◦, 89.998 ◦) and (62.137 ◦, 50.075 ◦, 90.002 ◦) respec-
tively, which translates to a close to oblate axisymmetric
system in the centre that becomes mildly triaxial towards
the outer regions1.
Under the assumption of oblate axial symmetry, the in-
clination i is the only viewing parameter that is needed to
pin down the intrinsic shape of the galaxy. Usually, the incli-
nation is treated as another fitting parameter in the models,
but difficult to constrain unless distinct kinematic features
exist (Krajnović et al. 2005; van den Bosch & van de Ven
2009). Models with different inclinations can therefore re-
produce the LOSVD equally well, but the inclination will
only have a significant role for the recovery of the stellar
mass-to-light ratio (and hence also for the recovery of the
black hole and dark halo mass) if highly face-on projections
are allowed (Cappellari et al. 2006) which, however, is not
the case for our sample. The minimum angle for the de-
projection in an axisymmetric case is given by the flattest
Gaussian in the respective MGE and the range of possible
inclinations is 50 ◦ 6 i 6 90 ◦ (with 90 ◦ being edge-on) even
for the roundest object in our sample. In each instance we
therefore choose to employ the midpoint value for the incli-
nation, unless a central dust disk is present from which we
can directly infer the inclination assuming that the disk is
intrinsically flat and traces the PA of its host.
We would like to emphasise that no regularisation has
1 Regarding the viewing orientations and intrinsic shape param-
eters, we follow the notation in van den Bosch et al. (2008).
been employed during the fitting process since the required
level of regularisation is not known a priori and the fact
that it can lead to an artificial narrowing of the χ2 contours.
Moreover, we bi- and point-symmetrise the kinematics be-
forehand, depending on whether the galaxy is assumed to
be axisymmetric or triaxial, in order to reduce noise and
systematic effects in the data which helps in particular for
the recovery of the higher order Gauss-Hermite moments.
3.2 Stellar population synthesis
For the stellar population analysis we made use of the most
recent and extended version of the MILES stellar popula-
tion models (Vazdekis et al. 2010, 2015). The models are
fed with the solar-scaled and α-enhanced BasTI isochrones
(Pietrinferni et al. 2004, 2006) and the MILES stellar library,
consisting of 925 spectral templates. This set of models has
a wide range in metallicity, which extends up to +0.40 dex,
thus ideal for our sample of galaxies composed mainly of
massive and therefore metal rich objects. We cover a cosmo-
logically motivated range in age from 0.03 to 14Gyr, assum-
ing a single power-law stellar initial mass function (IMF),
which corresponds to Γb = 1.3 (Kroupa-like) and Γb = 2.3
(Salpeter-like) in the MILES notation, and apply a lower
and upper mass-cutoff of 0.1 and 100 M respectively.
To derive the radial variations of the stellar population
properties - namely their age, metallicity and α-abundance
profiles - we first binned up the IFU data. For this purpose,
elliptical apertures with a fixed ellipticity and position an-
gle, as inferred from the high-resolution imaging, have been
employed and a minimum S/N of 80 in each bin has been
imposed during the binning process. Given the wide spectral
coverage of the PPAK observations, ages and metallicities
were then derived by fitting the age and metallicity sensitive
spectral indices Hβo and [MgFe]′ in this range, using a stan-
dard Hβo (Cervantes & Vazdekis 2009) vs [MgFe]′ (Thomas
et al. 2003) index-index grid. Contamination of Hβo from
nebular emission has been taken care of by following the
approach outlined in La Barbera et al. (2013). In order to
maximise the information extracted from the spectra, the
comparisons between line-strength model predictions and
observations were done at the resolution of each radial bin,
i.e., that of the model (2.51 Å) plus the local velocity dis-
persion of the galaxy.
4 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
4.1 Modelling constraints
Prior to the comparison of CEGs and the population of mas-
sive and passive galaxies at z ∼ 2, we first discuss the results
from our orbit-based dynamical models and present the pa-
rameter constraints for the stellar mass-to-light ratio and
dark halo virial mass for each of our 16 objects in Fig. 3
and 4. These figures show the statistical 3σ uncertainties
for models with a fixed inclination angle, which was either
obtained by the presence of a central dust disk or by simply
adopting the midpoint value from the range of inclinations
that are allowed by the deprojection of the MGE, a fixed
black hole mass according to the M• − σ relation and a
fixed halo concentration of cDM = 10.
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Figure 3. StellarM/L constraints for each galaxy in our sample, marginalised over the dark halo virial massMDM. The plots correspond
to the modelling results with a fixed halo concentration of cDM = 10, a fixed inclination angle (obtained either from a dust disk or by
roughly adopting a midpoint value that is constrained by the MGE) and a fixed black hole mass according to the M• − σ relation.
The coloured dots mark the best-fitting values. The horizontal lines denote a ∆χ2 difference of 9, which corresponds to statistical 3σ
uncertainties for one degree of freedom. In the case of NGC1277, the V -band stellar M/L has been scaled down by a factor of 4 for
illustration purposes.
We have already taken the systematic uncertainties in
the extraction of the stellar kinematics into account, by
adding the mean offsets from the individual PPXF runs
in quadrature to the fiducial formal fitting uncertainties.
To assess the systematic uncertainties that are associated
with our assumptions in the dynamical models, we also ex-
plore a more face-on and edge-on viewing orientation for
each galaxy, perform fits to the unsymmetrised kinematic
data and change the central black hole mass by a factor of 2
as well as employ a different solver, which relaxes the mass
constraints and thus fits the kinematic moments only. Here
again, we add the mean differences in the best-fitting val-
ues in quadrature to the formal fitting errors, with the final
parameter constraints summarised in Table 3.
In general, the models reproduce the features of the
LOSVD in each galaxy very well (see Appendix B). Only
in a few cases do the models struggle to fit the detailed
kinematic moments. In NGC1282, for instance, this can be
linked to the choice of viewing orientation, which we omitted
to explore further as the search in three additional param-
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Figure 4. Dark halo virial mass constraints for each galaxy in our sample, marginalised over the stellar M/L. The plots correspond
to the modelling results with a fixed halo concentration of cDM = 10, a fixed inclination angle (obtained either from a dust disk or
by roughly adopting a midpoint value that is constrained by the MGE) and a fixed black hole mass according to the M• − σ relation.
The coloured dots mark the best-fitting values. The horizontal lines denote a ∆χ2 difference of 9, which corresponds to statistical 3σ
uncertainties for one degree of freedom.
eters would be computationally expensive, and the strong
residuals in the parametrisation of its stellar light distribu-
tion by the MGE. In NGC3990, on the other hand, this is
due to difficulties in the measurement of the LOSVD, and no
satisfying fit can be obtained when fitting all four kinematic
moments simultaneously. The models fail in particular with
the recovery of the high h3 and h4 values, which is why (for
the time being) we constrain the fit to v and σ, which can
be reproduced sufficiently well. This issue, however, will be
alleviated in the future, thanks to higher-spectral resolution
observations that have been obtained with the VIRUS-W
spectrograph in the meantime.
The reduced χ2 values of the fits range from 0.07
to 0.25. Yet, keep in mind that these are most likely
underestimated and do not represent the actual quality of
the fit. Very low χ2 values usually hint at an overestimation
of the measurement errors, but (in our case) are also driven
by the symmetrisation of the kinematics as well as the fact
that we do not have 4×N (with N being the number of
bins) independent measurements of the LOSVD, due to the
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Table 3. Parameter constraints from the orbit-based dynamical models and the stellar population synthesis fits. The columns depict
each galaxy (1), its stellar dynamical M/L in H -band (with the exception of NGC1277, for which we quote the V -band value) (2), its
stellar dynamical mass (3), its black hole mass (which has been fixed according to the M• − σ relation) (4), its dark halo virial mass
(with the dark halo being parametrised by a spherically symmetric NFW profile with a fixed halo concentration of cDM = 10) (5) and
the adopted inclination (6). The corresponding stellar age (7), metallicity (8) and α-abundance measurements (9) have been obtained by
fitting the integrated spectra within a ∼ 3Re wide aperture. A stellar M/L prediction in H -band is also provided for comparison, based
on the best-fitting stellar population parameters and under the assumption of a Kroupa-like stellar IMF (10). Regarding the inclination;
an asterisk highlights those galaxies for which a dust disk is present and thus an estimate of the inclination is possible. The adopted
inclination is roughly the midpoint value that is allowed by the deprojection of the MGE, if no dust disk is available. The measurement
uncertainties represent the 3σ confidence intervals in each fitting parameter in the dynamical analysis, with the systematic errors added
in quadrature to the formal fitting errors, and the formal 1σ confidence intervals in each fitting parameter for the stellar population
analysis.
Galaxy Υ?/Υ log(M?/M) log(M•/M) log(MDM/M?) Inc. Age Metallicity α/Fe Υ?/Υ
[deg] Gyr dex dex
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
MRK 1216 1.85+0.52−0.40 11.34
+0.11
−0.10 9.50 2.47
+2.68
−5.11 70 - - - -
NGC 0384 1.45+0.14−0.17 10.96
+0.05
−0.05 8.70 1.86
+0.84
−0.68 75 13.7±0.36 0.05±0.05 0.27±0.02 1.30
NGC 0472 1.45+0.46−0.51 11.07
+0.06
−0.11 8.90 1.36
+1.35
−0.51 70 13.4±0.31 0.03±0.03 0.22±0.02 1.29
NGC 1270 1.70+0.41−0.41 11.31
+0.10
−0.12 9.80 1.93
+1.49
−3.96 80* 14.0±0.50 0.34±0.02 0.23±0.02 1.33
NGC 1271 1.65+0.25−0.25 11.06
+0.07
−0.07 9.30 1.92
+0.65
−0.66 83 14.0±0.50 0.13±0.02 0.31±0.02 1.32
NGC 1277 7.70+1.14−1.22 11.13
+0.06
−0.07 9.70 -0.91
+3.58
−1.44 75* - - - -
NGC 1281 1.95+0.35−0.31 11.00
+0.08
−0.08 8.90 1.49
+1.57
−2.54 70* 14.0±0.50 0.21±0.03 0.27±0.02 1.33
NGC 1282 2.50+0.56−0.51 10.77
+0.09
−0.09 8.40 3.60
+0.61
−0.77 70 9.64±0.15 0.00±0.02 0.20±0.02 1.08
NGC 2767 2.20+0.46−0.34 11.12
+0.09
−0.08 8.80 1.54
+0.83
−3.52 70 14.0±0.50 0.11±0.02 0.29±0.02 1.32
NGC 3990 1.00+0.23−0.25 9.68
+0.12
−0.13 6.90 4.20
+0.76
−0.62 80 12.9±0.17 -0.15±0.03 0.20±0.01 1.23
PGC 11179 1.30+0.21−0.21 11.16
+0.06
−0.08 9.20 0.81
+1.97
−3.00 75 14.0±0.50 0.11±0.03 0.23±0.02 1.32
PGC 12562 1.65+0.46−0.32 10.74
+0.10
−0.09 8.90 2.92
+1.08
−4.93 80 14.0±0.50 0.23±0.03 0.26±0.03 1.33
PGC 32873 1.85+0.22−0.22 11.28
+0.04
−0.04 9.30 2.47
+0.48
−0.46 84* 14.0±0.50 0.27±0.02 0.28±0.02 1.33
PGC 70520 1.40+0.35−0.40 10.95
+0.10
−0.12 8.90 2.85
+0.87
−0.75 82 14.0±0.50 0.09±0.02 0.22±0.01 1.32
UGC 2698 1.80+0.10−0.10 11.58
+0.01
−0.03 9.60 -1.05
+1.32
−1.32 67* 14.0±0.50 0.20±0.02 0.27±0.02 1.33
UGC 3816 1.40+0.21−0.15 10.96
+0.06
−0.04 8.80 1.85
+1.46
−0.47 75 14.0±0.50 0.08±0.02 0.29±0.02 1.32
S/N correlation in the 3-point dithered, spatially binned
PPAK spectra. In fact, the χ2 values approach unity when
e.g. fits to the unsymmetrised data are performed, with
negligible changes in the parameter constraints that are
presented in Table 3.
When it comes to the stellar population analysis, sys-
tematic uncertainties may arise from a wide variety of
sources, starting from our assumption of a single stellar
population-like star formation history to differences in the
populations synthesis models’ ingredients. The latter ef-
fect can be partially tested within the MILES SSP models
by comparing how line-strength predictions depend on the
adopted set of isochrones. We found that for old (10Gyr)
and metal-rich ([M/H] = +0.22) populations, there is a sys-
tematic offset of ∼ 0.05 dex in the H -band mass-to-light ra-
tio between PADOVA-(Girardi et al. 2000) and BaSTI-based
(Pietrinferni et al. 2004, 2006) predictions. Note that, in con-
trast to e.g. differences in the star formation histories, this
systematic does not affect the comparison between galaxies
once a certain stellar populations model is assumed. In Ta-
ble 3 we list the stellar population constraints from fits to
the integrated spectra within a 3Re wide aperture and com-
plement these with predictions for the H -band stellar M/L,
based on the best-fitting values and under the assumption
of a Kroupa-like IMF. Note also, that the stellar population
synthesis fits have only been carried out for those galaxies
for which data in the V500 setup are available (see also Sec.
4.6).
4.2 Stellar mass-size relation
Massive ETGs have grown significantly in stellar mass and
half-light size since redshift z = 2 (e.g. Trujillo et al. 2006;
Franx et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008, 2010; van der
Wel et al. 2008, 2014). The progenitors of today’s massive
galaxy population are also found to be more flattened and
disky (e.g. Toft et al. 2005; Trujillo et al. 2006; van der Wel
et al. 2011; Chang et al. 2013), very compact (e.g. Zirm
et al. 2007; Buitrago et al. 2008; van Dokkum et al. 2008;
Szomoru et al. 2010) with little to no ongoing star formation
(e.g. Williams et al. 2009) and exceptional central velocity
dispersion peaks (e.g. van Dokkum et al. 2009).
Descendants of the compact, red and massive galaxy
population are rare in the local universe (Trujillo et al. 2009;
Taylor et al. 2010). The agreement, however, between the
photometric and kinematic properties of our compact el-
liptical galaxy sample - namely their high central velocity
dispersions, compact sizes, rapid and regular rotation and
disky SB profiles - and the compact and massive ellipticals at
z ∼ 2 is remarkable and suggests that these objects are actu-
ally passively evolved analogues. Corroborating evidence has
been provided by the investigation of their dynamical struc-
tures in Yıldırım et al. (2015), indicating that these galaxies
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have not undergone a recent, active phase of a few major
and numerous minor mergers, which is assumed to be the
main driver of the mass and size evolution of massive ellipti-
cals since z = 2 (Naab et al. 2009; Oser et al. 2010; Lackner
et al. 2012; Oser et al. 2012; Hilz et al. 2012, 2013; Bédorf &
Portegies Zwart 2013). Furthermore, the stellar populations
of NGC1277 (Trujillo et al. 2014) and NGC1281 (Yıldırım
et al. 2015) have been investigated in detail and stellar age
estimates and star formation histories have also been derived
for some galaxies in our sample in Ferré-Mateu et al. (2015),
based on SDSS spectroscopic data, showing that they are
comprised of a uniformly old stellar population (> 10Gyr)
without a recent (i.e. < 10Gyr) star formation event that
might have been triggered by e.g. gas-rich (i.e. "wet") merg-
ers.
By means of the orbit-based dynamical models, we can
derive accurate total stellar masses and are now in a po-
sition to constrain their location in the mass-size relation,
both of which are viewed as basic parameters in theories
of galaxy formation and evolution. Fig. 5 exhibits our mea-
surements of all 16 compact galaxies in our sample, with the
associated uncertainties in mass and size. Accurate measure-
ments of stellar masses and sizes of a large sample of galax-
ies through cosmic time have been obtained as part of the
3D-HST+CANDELS survey (van der Wel et al. 2014),
where ETGs are distinguished as non-actively forming stars
through colour-colour selections. We overplot their mass-size
relations in the redshift range 0 6 z 6 3, obtained assuming
a log-normal distribution with scatter σ(log Re), intercept
A and slope α, and the relation being parametrised by Re
= A (M? / 5 × 1010 M)α. The figure convincingly demon-
strates the affiliation of our compact objects with the sample
at z ∼ 2. All galaxies are outliers from the mass-size rela-
tion at z ∼ 0, which has an intrinsic scatter in size of σ(log
Re) = 0.10, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests on the distri-
butions of mass and size rules out the null hypothesis that
the compact galaxies have been drawn from the same parent
distribution of local ETGs at better than 95 per cent confi-
dence. NGC3990 is the only outlier from our sample, being
consistent with the mass-size relation at z 6 0.75. However,
this galaxy does not share the same characteristics as the
rest of our sample, being roughly a magnitude smaller in
stellar mass and size and devoid of a pronounced stellar ve-
locity dispersion peak. On the contrary, being a companion
of NGC3998, a close-by lenticular galaxy which has drawn
attention due to a disparity of its gas and stellar dynamical
black hole measurement as well as due to the lack of clear
evidence for the presence of a dark halo (de Francesco et al.
2006; Walsh et al. 2012; Boardman et al. 2016), we suspect
that NGC3990 is stripped. Fig. 5 (in conjunction with the
stellar mass surface density profiles, which are discussed in
Sec. 4.3) therefore points out that the bulk of our CEG sam-
ple cannot simply be the leftovers of tidal interactions, but
are in fact passively evolved analogues of the "red nuggets".
It is worth noting here that an overestimation of the
stellar masses, as a consequence of e.g an overestimation of
the stellar M/L in the dynamical models, will affect our
conclusions only marginally. Decreasing the stellar M/L by
25 per cent - the mean deviation between the dynamically
inferred stellar M/L and those that are expected from their
old stellar populations based on a Kroupa rather than a
Salpeter IMF - moves the galaxies closer to the stellar mass-
Figure 5. Stellar mass-size relation of early-type galaxies at dif-
ferent redshifts (black), derived from the CANDELS/3D-HST
survey (van der Wel et al. 2014). The sizes of the CEGs have been
measured from the deep HST H -band images (with the excep-
tion of NGC1277, for which we rely on archival V -band imaging),
based on a best-fitting elliptical isophote that contains half of the
light. The total stellar masses have been inferred from our orbit-
based dynamical models. All galaxies are outliers from the local
mass-size relation with an intrinsic scatter of σ(log Re) = 0.10,
but consistent with the relation at z ∼ 2, except for the (most
likely) tidally stripped object NGC3990.
size relation at 1.25 6 z 6 1.75, but the sample still remains
an outlier from the present-day mass-size relation.
4.3 Stellar mass surface density
By virtue of the deep, high-spatial resolution HST photom-
etry, we can obtain accurate surface density profiles out to
large radii. Having constrained the stellarM/L dynamically,
we can now convert the SB profiles into surface mass density
profiles, which are presented in Fig. 6.
The central stellar mass surface densities of the red,
massive galaxy population at high redshift (light grey) are
2-3 times higher than for local ETGs (dark grey) (Bezan-
son et al. 2009; Szomoru et al. 2012, 2013). This is a re-
sult of their remarkable compactness. The high stellar sur-
face mass densities are assumed to be triggered by gas-rich
major mergers at even higher redshift (Naab et al. 2007;
Wuyts et al. 2010) of presumably even more compact, star-
bursting submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) (Toft et al. 2014) or
by dynamical instabilities which feed galaxies with cold gas
from the intergalactic medium (IGM) (Birnboim & Dekel
2003; Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel et al. 2009; Dekel & Burkert
2014). Alternatively, the progenitors of the compact, massive
and quiescent galaxy population at z ∼ 2 could be heavily
obscured and slightly larger star-forming galaxies (SFGs),
which decrease their sizes and thus increase their central
stellar mass surface densities as a result of centrally located,
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Figure 6. Stellar mass surface density profiles of massive ETGs
at high (light grey) and low (dark grey) redshifts (Szomoru et al.
2013). Overplotted are the stellar mass surface density profiles
of the CEGs, based on the deep HST photometry and the stel-
lar M/L estimates from our orbit-based dynamical models of the
wide-field IFU stellar kinematics. Apart from NGC3990, the stel-
lar mass surface density profiles of our sample agree with those
of compact, massive and passive galaxies at high redshift. For
the largest CEGs, we observe a disproportional growth in mass
at large radii, where the surface mass density profiles start to
resemble nearby elliptical galaxies.
intense star formation rates (Barro et al. 2013, 2014, 2016;
van Dokkum et al. 2015)
In any case, the central stellar surface mass densities
of our sample are in agreement with the values provided by
the bulk of galaxies at high redshift, except for the (most
likely) tidally stripped object NGC3990. Considering that
our compact galaxies are outliers in the local mass-size rela-
tion (Fig. 5), this is expected. Self-evidently, the stellar mass
surface density profiles are also steeper, with a sharp fall-off
at large radii, reflecting their compactness. Remarkably, sev-
eral galaxies in our sample, e.g. MRK1216 and UGC2698,
have a more extended profile, which is consistent with the
shallower density profile of local ETGs in the remote re-
gions. These objects are at the same time the largest and
most massive galaxies in our sample, with sizes and masses
more than twice as large as for instance NGC1277. This
indicates that they have already grown considerably with
respect to the rest of the sample and might have already en-
tered the path of becoming a regular ETG, also promoted by
our orbital analysis of MRK1216 which closely follows the
relationship between βz and δ of a sample of nearby ETGs
(Yıldırım et al. 2015). Moreover, the extended surface mass
density profile of MRK1216 and UGC2698 suggests that
the growth in mass (and consequently in size) has predomi-
nantly been deposited in the outer parts. Indeed, integrating
the density profile shows that the mass content in the outer
regions has grown disproportionally, with ∼ 40 per cent of
the total stellar mass already being located beyond 5 kpc
in MRK1216 and UGC2698, in contrast to e.g. NGC1277
which only harbours 10 per cent of the total stellar mass at
these radii.
The small sizes, density profiles and the disproportional
growth in mass in the remote regions of the largest galaxies
in our sample endorse the theory in which our galaxies are
i) (largely) passively evolved analogues of the "red nuggets"
and ii) expected to form the cores of massive present-day
ellipticals. As suggested by the density profiles, the evolu-
tion into massive spheroids is closely related to the accre-
tion of low surface density material in the outer parts while
at the same time decreasing the central densities. Whether
this evolution can solely be ascribed to minor and/or major
merging and is capable of reconciling their detailed proper-
ties with the massive, present-day ETG population, though,
requires a more thorough inspection of their total mass den-
sity profiles (Sec. 4.4), orbital distributions (Sec. 4.5) as well
as of their stellar populations (Sec. 4.6).
Regarding the peak stellar mass surface densities; sim-
ple virial arguments (Bezanson et al. 2009) as well as nu-
merical simulations (Hilz et al. 2013) show that major merg-
ing cannot reduce the central surface mass densities. Minor
merging may account for this fact and is highly necessary to
explain the stellar mass build-up in the outer parts. How-
ever, if minor mergers are the dominant growth channel for
CEGs we would expect a decrease of the central surface mass
densities, which is not evident from the profiles of the most
massive and largest objects in our sample. Also, subsequent
minor merging is expected to increase the scatter in ETG
scaling relations - i.e. the scatter in the relation between
stellar mass, size and velocity dispersion - (Nipoti et al.
2012), which is not observed, and the required rate of mi-
nor mergers has been challenged, too (Newman et al. 2012).
Additional processes such as adiabatic expansion, because
of mass loss during active galactic nuclei (AGN) feedback
(Fan et al. 2008, 2010), may therefore be necessary.
4.4 Total mass density slope, dark matter fraction
and mass-to-light ratio
Rather than dissecting the contribution of luminous and
dark matter to the total mass budget, we can investigate
the total mass profile, which is assumed to hold additional
clues regarding the formation and evolution of galaxies (e.g.
Remus et al. 2013; Dutton et al. 2013; Remus et al. 2017). To
this end, we illustrate the total mass density profiles, consist-
ing of the stellar and dark matter density profile, as a func-
tion of effective radius in Fig. 7. The profile of each galaxy
has been derived from the respective best-fitting dynami-
cal model and the corresponding total mass density slope γ
from a least squares power-law fit to this profile, within the
range of 0.1Re 6 r 6 1.0Re (γin), 1.0Re 6 r 6 4.0Re (γout)
and 0.1Re 6 r 6 4.0Re (γall). The black dashed and dash-
dotted lines depict density profiles with slopes of γ = 1, 2
and γ = 3, with γ = 2 corresponding to an isothermal den-
sity profile that is commonly observed in ETGs from both
lensing and dynamics (Koopmans et al. 2006; Gavazzi et al.
2007; Koopmans et al. 2009; Auger et al. 2010; Barnabè et al.
2009, 2011). As evident from Fig. 7, the total mass density
profiles of our compact galaxy sample are in general steeper
than the isothermal density profile within the effective ra-
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Figure 7. Total mass density slopes of our CEG sample from
our best-fitting dynamical models. The density profiles fall off
steeper than the isothermal density profile (ρ ∝ r2.0) within the
effective radius, with a mean slope of 2.30, but are on average
almost perfectly isothermal beyond. The deviation of the central
total mass density slopes from an isothermal profile is related to
the high stellar mass densities, which point to highly dissipative
formation scenarios, and the close connection with the massive
ETG population at z ∼ 2 calls for an evolution of the slope with
redshift (γ ∝ z).
dius, reflecting the dominance of the baryonic mass accu-
mulation in this region, and reach peak values of γin = 2.54
in individual cases. The mean slope of < γin >= 2.30 with
an rms scatter of σγ = 0.17 is also noticeably steeper than
the average total mass density slope of regular ETGs from
the SLUGGS and ATLAS3D sample, measured within the
same radial extent (Cappellari et al. 2015). On the other
hand, the density profiles are almost perfectly isothermal on
average, with a slope of < γout >= 1.99, beyond 1Re and
close to the average value of 2.19±0.03 reported in Cappel-
lari et al. (2015) when fitting the profile between 0.3 and
4Re (< γall >= 2.25).
Given the association of CEGs with the red and massive
galaxy population at z ∼ 2 (Fig. 5 and 6) and the compar-
ison with present-day ETGs, the total mass density slopes
within the effective radius (γin) would imply a change of the
slope over cosmic time. Even if our sample size is currently
too small to be statistically significant, there is a clear trend
towards higher total mass density slopes with increasing red-
shift. This is at odds with the claim of no evolution of the
slope from the SLACS survey (Koopmans et al. 2009) and
also disagrees with the tentative evidence presented in Ruff
et al. (2011) and Bolton et al. (2012), where a steepening of
γ with decreasing redshift is observed.
Interestingly, Remus et al. (2017) analyse the total mass
density slopes of a suite of cosmological (zoom) simulations,
for galaxies in the redshift range 0 6 z 6 2. In these simula-
tions, a correlation between the total mass density slope and
the dark matter fraction within 1Re is presented (γ ∝ f−1DM),
as well as an evolution of the density slope with redshift
(γ ∝ z). After postulating that the CEGs in this study are
indeed passively evolved analogues of the "red nuggets", we
can confirm the trend towards higher values with increasing
redshift, as promoted by the simulations. In the simulations,
higher density slopes imply higher fractions of stars formed
in-situ due to e.g. gas-rich (binary) mergers. While purely
"wet" binary mergers are an unlikely formation scenario for
present-day ellipticals (see also Burkert et al. 2008), they
are qualitatively a plausible formation mechanism of com-
pact and massive ellipticals at high redshift and thus for our
sample. Actually, gas-rich mergers are more frequent at high
redshift and necessary to explain the old stellar populations
and short formation timescales of the massive, red galaxy
population at z = 2. SMGs at 3 6 z 6 6, for instance,
are poster children of gas-rich, compact and disky systems.
Toft et al. (2014) show that their co-moving number densi-
ties match the number densities of the compact and massive
ellipticals at z = 2, if their duty cycles are of the order of
42Myr. The gas-rich major mergers would also be able to
explain the positive deviation of the central density slopes
of our compact galaxies from γ ∼ 2.1. Because of its dissipa-
tive nature, gas condenses in the centre of galaxies and gives
rise to massive starbursts which increase the central stellar
mass densities and hence the total mass density slope in
these regions while keeping the galaxies compact. Similarly,
Dutton et al. (2013) perform an investigation of the total
mass density slopes for models within the ΛCDM frame-
work. Although their definition of the total mass density
slope slightly differs from ours, a clear correlation between γ
and the stellar mass surface density as well as between γ and
the effective radius is found, with smaller and denser galax-
ies having overall higher total mass density slopes. Taking
into account the fact of smaller half-light radii and higher
densities for both the CEG sample as well as for the popu-
lation of massive and passive galaxies at z ∼ 2, this would
advocate our findings of a positive correlation of the slope
with increasing redshift.
We note, though, that the mean total mass density
slope of our CEGs within 4Re (< γall >) is in conflict
with the predicted slope of γ = 2.45 for galaxies at z ∼ 2
from Remus et al. (2017). This can be traced back to
the influence of the dark halo. The median dark matter
fraction within 1Re is only 11 per cent for our sample,
but the dark halo can become quite dominant beyond this
distance and thus flattens the total mass density slope γall
significantly. Considering that Remus et al. (2017) obtain a
dark matter fraction of fDM = 10 ± 5 per cent within the
effective radius for their objects at z = 2, one would expect
a comparable influence of the dark halo beyond the effective
radius and thus shallower total mass density slopes in their
simulations, unless their central stellar mass density slopes
differ even stronger from an isothermal profile than the
values presented here.
Next, we compare the dark matter fraction of our sam-
ple to literature values of dynamically inferred dark matter
fractions. From axisymmetric Jeans models of a statistically
significant sample of 260 ETGs in the local volume, Cappel-
lari et al. (2013a) derive a median dark matter fraction of
11 per cent within 1Re. However, the total stellar masses
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of the ATLAS3D sample span a range of 9.5 6 log(M?)
6 12, whereas our sample has a median total stellar mass
of log(M?) = 11.08, with NGC3990 being the only strong
outlier from this value with a total stellar mass of only
log(M?) = 9.63. Given this median total stellar mass es-
timate from our dynamical models, the expected dark mat-
ter fraction of our sample would be 19 per cent, according
to Cappellari et al. (2013a). We attribute the lower dark
matter fraction to i) the smaller effective sizes of our galax-
ies and ii) a systematic variation of the stellar M/L and
hence of the IMF2. Assuming that the dark halo profile in
our objects can be parametrised by a spherically symmetric
NFW profile, the smaller effective radius encompasses less
of the dark volume and therefore yields lower dark matter
fractions within the same radial extent. Whereas the dark
matter fraction is almost 50 per cent lower than expected
from local ETGs, it is in line with dynamical dark matter
estimates of compact (6 3 kpc) and massive (log(M?) > 11)
galaxies at z > 1.5 where, based on the central velocity dis-
persion measurement and a virial mass estimator, van de
Sande et al. (2013) report a dark matter fraction of roughly
10 per cent3.
Keep in mind that both the increase of the dark matter
fraction within the effective radius as well as the decrease
of the total mass density slopes as a function of cosmic
time are qualitatively in agreement with an evolution that
is dominated by minor mergers. As pointed out above,
the radical size growth within the last 10Gyr leads to an
increase of the dark volume and, since the stellar mass
density profile falls off steeper than the dark halo density
profile, this entails a flattening of the total mass density
slopes towards an isothermal density profile as well as an
increase of the enclosed dark matter fraction to the total
mass content.
The stellar M/L and hence the dark matter fractions
that are employed throughout this paper are constrained via
our orbit-based dynamical models and are thus insensitive to
any assumptions about the IMF. They depend, however, on
the assumption of a radially constant M/L and a dark halo
shape, which can be parametrised by a spherically symmet-
ric NFW profile. Given the uniformly old ages (see Sec. 4.6),
the former assumption appears to be a reasonable choice.
Yet, recent claims of a radially dependent IMF (e.g. Martín-
Navarro et al. 2015a) would imply a radially varying M/L
and hence induce a deviation from the sample’s aforemen-
tioned median dark matter fraction. To test this scenario,
we have limited the dynamical models to fit the kinematic
data within one effective radius only. A radially varying IMF
should manifest itself in vastly different M/L constraints at
different radii (unless the break is well within the effective
radius, which would not be resolved by our data). Fits to
the data within Re, however, do not dramatically change
the derived M/L and thus lead to insignificant variations in
the inferred dark matter fractions. We observe changes in
2 An in-depth investigation of an IMF variation in these objects
and its physical drivers is beyond the scope of this paper, but will
be addressed in a future publication.
3 The dark matter estimates in van de Sande et al. (2013) have
been derived under the assumption of a Chabrier IMF and are
thus prone to the aforementioned systematic variation of the IMF.
the M/L of maximally 18 per cent when compared to the
fiducial fits, but there is no trend apparent; the variations
in the M/L and dark matter fraction for the whole sample
cancel out such that the median dark matter fraction within
one effective radius remains roughly 11 per cent.
When it comes to the stellar M/L, we notice slightly
higher values (on average) from the dynamics than inferred
from the stellar populations, while assuming a canonical
Kroupa-like IMF for the latter. The dynamical stellar M/L
estimates are, however, lower than expected from a Salpeter-
like IMF. In some cases a Salpeter IMF can even be ex-
cluded, as the SPS stellar mass estimate would overshoot the
total mass estimate from the dynamics, which also includes
dark matter. We will provide a more detailed discussion of
possible IMF constraints in the future, but briefly comment
here that we cannot support the rather simplified claim of
a very bottom-heavy IMF in high velocity dispersion galax-
ies. Even if the dynamical M/L constraints point towards
an IMF that is "heavier" than a canonical Kroupa IMF, a
more complex IMF shape (such as a double power-law pro-
file) might be necessary to bring both the dynamical and
stellar population estimates into agreement (e.g. Lyubenova
et al. 2016).
4.5 Specific stellar angular momentum
Efforts to classify the population of ETGs have so far used
the shape of their isophotes (Kormendy & Bender 1996),
the deficit/excess of light in their centre (Kormendy et al.
2009) or the amount of ordered versus random motion
(Davies et al. 1983). But, while the latter attempt has been
shown to be susceptible to projection effects (Burkert &
Naab 2005), the former tries to encompass the dynamical
state and evolutionary history of galaxies purely based
on information encoded in their photometric profiles. The
SAURON and ATLAS3D surveys have conducted a large
photometric and spectroscopic analysis of a volume-limited,
representative sample of ellipticals in the nearby universe.
They define a new parameter λr - the specific stellar angular
momentum - which is effective in discriminating between
the two classes of slow and fast-rotating ETGs (Emsellem
et al. 2007). This classification scheme does not only provide
a good estimate of the amount of large-scale rotation in
galaxies, but more importantly is tightly related to the
orbital configuration of galaxies (Cappellari et al. 2007) and
hence is assumed to contain information regarding their
mass assembly (e.g. Burkert et al. 2008; Naab et al. 2014).
For this purpose, we show the specific angular momentum
profile out to 3Re. All galaxies exhibit a rising angular
momentum profile except NGC0384 and NGC0472, which
are peaked at ∼ 1Re and have a minimal dip beyond
that radius. Naturally, all galaxies could be considered
as fast rotators, according to the revised classification
scheme in Emsellem et al. (2011). However, inspecting
the line-of-sight velocity moments in more detail, we will
show that the most massive galaxy UGC2698 is only at
the edge of being a fast rotator and has probably been
slowed down due to a slightly more complex merging history.
Analogous to Sec. 4.4, we draw a comparison to cosmo-
logical hydrodynamical simulations. Even if these simula-
tions are usually tailored to recover the cosmological forma-
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Figure 8.Measurement of the specific stellar angular momentum
of the CEG sample as a function of effective radius, with typical
uncertainties of ∆λr ∼ 0.03 at 1Re. The angular momentum pro-
files are constantly rising, except for NGC0384 and NGC0472.
All galaxies are fast rotators, as is expected from their rapid and
regular rotation. When compared with hydrodynamical simula-
tions, the λr profiles promote the theory in which these objects
might be the products of gas-rich major mergers.
tion paths of present-day ellipticals, much can be inferred
with respect to the mass assembly history of our objects
and hence of the population of compact ellipticals at higher
redshift. In Naab et al. (2014), λr profiles such as those pre-
sented in Fig. 8 are ascribed to fast rotators of class A or
B. These objects distinguish themselves via a gas-rich ma-
jor merging event which has led to a spin-up of the merger
remnant and to massive amounts of in-situ star formation.
In the simulations, this spin-up yields the highest rotational
velocities of the order of ∼ 200 km s−1 and a strong anti-
correlation between v and h3, indicative of the presence of
a large, rotationally supported component. Both features,
along with a centrally peaked velocity dispersion profile,
are commonly found in our sample. The imprint of (non-
)dissipational processes in the orbital distribution of galax-
ies can also be visualised by inspecting the correlation of the
line-of-sight velocity moments (Hoffman et al. 2009, 2010).
This is shown in Fig. 9, where we display the v/σ vs. h3 and
v/σ vs. h4 relation of all CEGs in our sample. A strong anti-
correlation between v/σ and h3 is found in 14 out of the 16
galaxies in our sample and related to the dominance of orbits
with a high net angular momentum (see also Yıldırım et al.
2015; Walsh et al. 2015, for the orbital decomposition of in-
dividual objects in our sample). This effect is well studied
in idealised "wet" merger simulations. A fraction of the cold
gas looses its angular momentum to strong torques, which
arise as a consequence of the non-axisymmetric perturba-
tions during the merger; gas settles in the centre and the
gradient in the gravitational potential well steepens. Stars
on box orbits are then more difficult to maintain due to scat-
Figure 9. v/σ vs. h3 (top) and v/σ vs. h4 (bottom) distribu-
tion for all CEGs. The points correspond to the measurements of
the line-of-sight velocity moments in the spatially binned PPAK
kinematics, in each of the 16 data cubes. The figure illustrates
the strong anti-correlation between v/σ and h3 for all galaxies
but UGC2698 and NGC1282. The anti-correlation is a signature
of rotationally supported components in the orbital distribution
and, according to simulations, linked to high gas fractions in-
volved during their formation. Moreover, minor merging cannot
redistribute the occupation fractions of different orbital families.
This implies that the largest galaxy UGC2698 must have also ex-
perienced a significant "dry" (major-)merger in the past, whereas
the bulk of the sample has retained much of its rotation.
tering processes (e.g. Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Jesseit et al.
2007). In addition, some gas retains its angular momentum
during the merger and rebuilds an embedded stellar disk af-
terwards (Hopkins et al. 2009c, and references therein). On
top of the surviving disk, the stars formed in the embed-
ded disk are preferentially found in short-axis tube orbits,
thus contributing to the net rotation and the skewed velocity
profile.
If taken at face value, these correlations provide
corroborating evidence for a theory in which these objects
are the products of highly dissipational (merger) events
at z > 2. The fast rotator UGC2698, however, harbours
a non-negligible amount of box orbits in our models and
shows no anti-correlation between v/σ and h3. UGC2698
is the most massive and largest galaxy in our sample. As
highlighted in Sec. 4.3, the tail of the surface mass density
profile endorses a picture where this object has grown
predominantly via mass accumulation in the outer regions.
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Fig. 9, on the other hand, implies that minor merging
alone cannot account for the change in the orbital distri-
bution of UGC2698. If this would be the case, we would
expect a similar impact on the orbital distribution in its
slightly smaller siblings (i.e. no v/σ vs. h3 anti-correlation,
prevalence of box orbits, diminished λr values etc.), which
have also grown in mass and size, but which is not evident
in e.g. MRK1216. Major merging, on the other hand, is
known to be able to redistribute the occupation fractions
of the different orbital families more effectively. Yet, late
(z 6 2) "wet" major mergers are expected to rejuvenate
the stellar content, which is not apparent from our SPS fits
(see Sec. 4.6). Similarly, late (z 6 2) "dry" (i.e. gas-poor)
major mergers can largely be ruled out for the bulk of our
sample, as collisionless major mergers tend to wash out any
(anti-)correlation between v/σ and h3 (Naab et al. 2006)
because of thermalisation of the LOSVD during violent
relaxation (Lynden-Bell 1967), but an additional "dry"
(major or at least intermediate mass) merger appears to be
a likely scenario for UGC2698.
Unfortunately, spatially resolved measurements of the
LOSVD for galaxies beyond z > 2 are almost non-existent,
owing to their small angular sizes and the difficulties in
obtaining high S/N of the continuum. As a consequence,
a direct comparison between our CEG sample and their
analogues at higher redshift is currently not possible, except
for a gravitationally lensed compact and quiescent galaxy at
z ∼ 2.6 (Newman et al. 2015). While higher-order velocity
moments could not be extracted in that particular case,
Newman et al. (2015) report a high degree of rotation,
despite the galaxy’s rather low ellipticity, and thus support
our findings of rotationally supported orbital configurations.
Clearly, this accordance can only be regarded as anecdotal
evidence at the moment and the lensed compact galaxy is
not necessarily representative of the "red nuggets", but the
high-quality observations for the local CEGs can serve as
a benchmark until more measurements at high-z become
available.
The classification of CEGs as fast rotators is not sur-
prising given their disky SB profiles, which are merely a
representation of their rotationally supported orbital con-
figurations. More important, though, is the opportunity of
reverse engineering their photometric and kinematic proper-
ties in order to unravel their early (z > 2) formation paths,
given their almost passive evolution afterwards, in contrast
to their local descendants where the (violent) growth mech-
anisms might have diluted much of this information. Once
the detailed properties of the ETG population at z ∼ 2 (or
of their local analogues) have been pinned down, they can be
employed as points of reference to put our currently favoured
formation scenarios to the test. For instance, if CEGs are
indeed the progenitors of the most massive ellipticals to-
day and constitute their cores, then some of our disky fast-
rotating objects must also evolve into rounder slow-rotating
ellipticals. The observed build-up of the low surface mass
density wings (Sec. 4.3) shows that minor merging is effec-
tive in increasing their sizes and a plausible mechanism to
explain the evolution of the total mass density slopes and
dark matter fractions (Sec. 4.4), but (as pointed out previ-
ously) can neither reduce the central surface mass densities
nor radically change the stellar angular momentum profile
and redistribute the orbital composition. In addition to the
drastic size growth implied by minor merging, the neces-
sity of major mergers can therefore not be underestimated
for the recovery of the diverse kinematic and photometric
properties of massive ETGs that are commonly observed
in the local universe. This is also in line with cosmologi-
cal hydrodynamical simulations. In Wellons et al. (2016),
the evolutionary paths of compact, massive and quiescent
galaxies at high redshift are followed. Although the major-
ity of these objects survives, by inhabiting the central parts
of their more massive descendants, the diverse evolution of
this galaxy population as a whole underscores the necessity
of more than just one principal channel for the formation of
massive present-day ellipticals.
4.6 Stellar ages, metallicities and abundance
ratios
So far, the resemblance to the "red nuggets" and any con-
clusion with respect to their assembly history has been es-
tablished from a purely dynamical and photometric point
of view. The stellar populations present an independent
method to assess the robustness of this tight observational
link and the feasibility of the aforementioned early (z > 2)
and late (z 6 2) formation and evolution channels. In Fig.
10, we show the stellar age, metallicity and α-abundance
measurements as a function of effective radius, in 14 out of
our 16 galaxies for which data in the V500 setup is available.
This excludes MRK1216 and NGC1277 from the analysis
(which are missing relevant absorption line features, owing
to the narrower coverage of the V1200 setup), but we refer
the reader to Trujillo et al. (2014), Martín-Navarro et al.
(2015b) and Ferré-Mateu et al. (2017) for the spatially re-
solved stellar populations of NGC1277 and MRK1216 based
on long-slit spectroscopic data.
As illustrated in Fig. 10, the stellar ages of our
sample are uniformly old, with little to no variation out
to 3Re. Even after taking into account the formal fitting
uncertainties, the stars cannot be younger than 10Gyr for
most objects. Only NGC1282 and NGC3990 contain a
significantly younger stellar population beyond the effective
radius. This, however, is expected, based on ample evidence
in both their photometric and kinematic properties for
recent merger/stripping interactions. Thus, the stellar
content of CEGs must have been assembled beyond redshift
z = 2, similar to the central stellar populations of nearby
and massive ETGs (e.g. Thomas et al. 2005), followed by a
passive (i.e. non-star forming) evolution thereafter. Turning
to the metallicity and α-abundance measurements, we
observe well-known radial trends. The metallicity decreases
rapidly as a function of effective radius, dropping from
super-solar values of 0.2 6 Fe/H 6 0.4 to roughly solar
metallicities at the outermost bins. Likewise, super-solar
metallicities in this range are usually observed in the central
parts of the most massive and oldest ETGs (i.e. CEGs
are positive outliers from the mass-metallicity relation;
Gallazzi et al. 2005; Panter et al. 2008; González Delgado
et al. 2014), demonstrating that these measurements can
only be reconciled with the locally established relations if
these objects either end up in the cores of today’s massive
ETG population or if their central metallicities somehow
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Figure 10. Stellar population properties (coloured) and associ-
ated formal 1-σ errors (black bars) of 14 CEGs, for which PPAK
data in the V500 setup is available. Stellar ages (top), metallic-
ities (middle) and abundance ratios (bottom) are plotted as a
function of effective radius. The uniformly old stellar ages out
to 3Re support the theory that these objects have been assem-
bled more than 10Gyr ago, with little to no star formation that
might have been triggered by more recent "wet" mergers. The
metallicities are super-solar within the effective radius and de-
crease rapidly outwards, whereas the α-abundances show a mild
increase.
decrease at a fixed stellar mass. While the former scenario is
supported by the gradual build-up of a stellar envelope (Fig.
6), the latter is very unlikely as any substantial change
in the stellar metallicities is mainly driven by (major)
mergers and accompanied by a non-negligible stellar mass
increase in a universe where structures grow hierarchically
(White 1980; Kobayashi 2004; Di Matteo et al. 2009;
Kewley et al. 2010; Hirschmann et al. 2015). Furthermore,
the chemical abundance ratios are also super-solar and
show a mild rise with increasing distance from the centre,
hinting at highly efficient and fast star formation time
scales and indicating that significant late minor accretion
is highly unlikely for the bulk of our sample as those
stellar populations would result in lower abundances due
to their formation in shallower gravitational potential wells
(Walcher et al. 2015). From a photometric point of view,
the observed trends also imply modest colour gradients
(Yıldırım et al. 2016), mainly driven by the metallicity
variation. This stands in contrast to the steep gradients
reported at high and intermediate redshifts (Guo et al.
2011; Gargiulo et al. 2012; Tortora et al. 2016; Oldham
et al. 2017). Note, however, that minor differences in the
stellar population ages will further drive the colour differ-
ences in the former (i.e. at high redshifts, age variations
will be an important contributor to the colour gradi-
ents), whereas some evolution (presumably due to minor
merging) might explain the enhanced gradients in the latter.
Dedicated long-slit and IFU observations have also
obtained spatially resolved metallicity and chemical abun-
dance ratios of elliptical galaxies in the nearby universe.
In Fig. 11, we present a small compilation of literature
measurements (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007), including
the results of the SAURON (Kuntschner et al. 2010)
and CALIFA (Zhuang et al. in prep.) survey. The figure
displays the metallicity slope ∆(Z/H)/∆(log(R) (hereafter
∆Z/H) as a function of central stellar velocity dispersion
σc, with the slopes of the CEGs highlighted in colour.
Whereas both the SAURON and CALIFA galaxies
sample a large range in ∆Z/H and σc, the CEGs are highly
clustered in σc (apart from the two objects NGC1282 and
NGC3990). More interestingly, however, is the occupation
of a region which is generally avoided by local ETGs.
Given their small half-light radii and the large PPAK
spaxels (with a 1 ′′ sampling), the central stellar velocity
dispersion measurements of our CEGs cover a larger radius
(in a relative sense) than the literature values (which are
generally measured within Re/8). Furthermore, the steep
central gradients are not resolved in the PPAK data, with
its ∼ 3 ′′ wide PSF. As a result, the central stellar velocity
dispersion measurements as well as the metallicity gradients
presented here will be underestimated and the discrepancy
in the coverage of the ∆Z/H − σc plot will further increase.
Nonetheless, and irrespective of these shortcomings, the
mean slope of our sample is -0.41±0.07 and hence already
higher than anticipated for regular old (> 8Gyr) ellipticals
within e.g. the SAURON survey (-0.25±0.11). Only the
highest velocity dispersion galaxies in Spolaor et al. (2010)
exhibit steep metallicity gradients comparable to the ones
observed here. Yet, those are generally brightest cluster
galaxies (BCGs) where the gradients might originate from
a completely different mechanism, where e.g. cold gas
infall and subsequent star formation in the centre of the
cluster potential well increases the slope very late in their
evolution (but see also De Lucia & Blaizot 2007 for a semi-
analytical discussion of the gas and stellar content of BCGs).
Steep metallicity gradients are generally predicted by
classical models of dissipative collapse (Larson 1974; Carl-
berg 1984) and their more sophisticated variants - which try
to account for radiative cooling, supernovae feedback and
chemical enrichment (e.g. Chiosi & Carraro 2002; Pipino
et al. 2010) - as well as by models within the ΛCDM frame-
work, where highly dissipative mergers at high redshifts are
frequent (e.g. Kobayashi 2004; Hopkins et al. 2009b). In both
models, steep gradients arise as a consequence of metal en-
riched gas that is continuously funnelled towards the cen-
tre. Based on the observations, it is currently not possible
to clearly distinguish between an early (and strictly) dissi-
pative collapse and a gas-rich merger for the formation of
CEGs. The two scenarios are capable of reproducing metal-
licity gradients in the observed range. Dissipative collapse,
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Figure 11. Metallicity gradient vs. central stellar velocity dis-
persion of 14 CEGs. The black error bar highlights the typ-
ical measurement uncertainties. In comparison, we show the
metallicity gradients of regular ETGs from dedicated long-slit
(Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2007) and IFU observations, including
the SAURON (Kuntschner et al. 2010) and CALIFA (Zhuang et
al. in prep.) survey. Besides the tidally stripped galaxy NGC3990
and the recent merger remnant NGC1282, CEGs have very steep
metallicity gradients and populate a region which is generally
avoided by ordinary ETGs in the local universe.
for instance, is known to preserve the initial gradients, which
can be as high as ∆Z/H = −1. But, as the stellar popula-
tions of the CEGs have gradually and passively aged, the
differences in their stellar populations must have faded in
the meantime, suggesting that ∼ 10Gyr ago the metallicity
gradients could well agree with the estimates of models of
dissipative collapse. Note that some minor merging, as in-
dicated by the surface mass density profiles in Fig 6, might
have countered the fading by depositing metal poor stars
in the outer parts (Hirschmann et al. 2015). Similarly, Hop-
kins et al. (2009b) demonstrate that steep gradients (∆Z/H
6 −0.8) will be observed in early (z > 2) galaxy-galaxy
encounters, where pre-merger gas fractions of 40 per cent
and more are involved and which have been detected in the
SMG population (Carilli et al. 2010; Riechers et al. 2011;
Toft et al. 2014).
Of course, dissipative collapse and gas-rich mergers are
not mutually exclusive. On the contrary, high densities,
the abundance of cold gas and increasing merger rates are
attributes of the early universe, and the galaxies presented
here might have formed through either one of these forma-
tion channels or maybe even via a combination of both. In
fact, Wellons et al. (2015) show that dissipative collapse
as well as gas-rich mergers can equally contribute to the
population of massive and passive galaxies at z ∼ 2. Within
their simulations they find observable differences between
the two formation channels, such as the dependence of the
stellar ages as a function of radius, with dissipative collapse
yielding younger stellar ages at larger radii. Even though
we observe a slight trend of younger stellar populations
with increasing distance from the centre, the measurements
are fully consistent with a uniformly old population within
the margin of error. Keep also in mind that mergers, too,
are predicted to give rise to slightly younger stellar ages
in the outer parts. Those younger stars could be a sign of
embedded disks that form out of cold gas after the merger,
adding to the strong anti-correlation in the line-of-sight
velocity moments (Fig. 9), so that (at this point) we cannot
employ the information encoded in the stellar ages as a key
discriminator between both.
Whereas the currently available data stops us from pin-
ning down the high-redshift formation history of these ob-
jects, the stellar populations provide constraints for their
evolution since z ∼ 2. As mentioned previously, "wet" ma-
jor mergers are very unlikely for these objects after z ∼ 2. In
principle, they can be reconciled with the high stellar mass
density and the rotationally supported orbital configuration
of our CEGs. Yet, the rejuvenation of the stellar content
after a gas-rich merger within the last 10Gyr should leave
imprints in the stellar age estimates. The impact of such an
event is evident in NGC1282 for instance, but clearly miss-
ing for the majority of our sample. In comparison, "dry"
major mergers of galaxies with comparably old stellar pop-
ulations will preserve the consistently old stellar age esti-
mates. However, violent relaxation during the merger will
decrease their metallicity and chemical abundance gradients
by as much as a factor of two (White 1980; Di Matteo et al.
2009; Hirschmann et al. 2015) which, after taking into ac-
count the fading effect and the underestimation of the cen-
tral gradients, is difficult to reconcile with the measurements
presented here as this would entail gradients at the time of
their formation that most likely overshoot even the most
optimistic estimates from simulations.
Concerning the possible evolution of CEGs into regular
ETGs; as they grow in half-light radius because of minor
merging, this will result in a lower measurement of the
central stellar velocity dispersion, thus moving CEGs closer
to the population of regular, nearby ellipticals in Fig. 11.
Also, the stellar mass increase after successive minor merg-
ers will be able to align their mass-metallicity values with
those of their more massive descendants. However, when
it comes to the reproduction of the metallicity gradients
of the most massive ETGs in the local neighbourhood,
major merging is a much more efficient way of decreasing
the slopes of CEGs, indicating that - even if many CEGs
might end up in the cores of present-day ellipticals as a
result of minor mergers - some CEGs must experience a
major merger in oder to recover the shallowest metallicity
gradients at the highest stellar velocity dispersions. This
is also supported by the most recent analysis of the stellar
populations within the Illustris simulations (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014) where the stellar metallicity gradients depend
on the amount of ex-situ accretion, with the shallowest
gradients usually found in those galaxies with the strongest
accretion histories (Cook et al. 2016).
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5 SUMMARY & OUTLOOK
In this paper, we presented an investigation of a sample of
16 compact elliptical galaxies (CEGs) in the nearby universe
(6 112Mpc). Based on deep HST photometric and wide-
field PPAK IFU spectroscopic observations, we have shown
that all objects are small (Re 6 4 kpc), disky (b/a 6 0.73)
and fast-rotating (v 6 280 km s−1), with exceptional central
stellar velocity dispersions (σc 6 380 km s−1). These objects
closely resemble the population of massive and passive
galaxies at z = 2 and therefore present the opportunity to
obtain an in-depth glimpse into the progenitors of today’s
most massive galaxies.
With this suite of data, we constructed orbit-based dy-
namical models to constrain their stellar and dark matter
content, their stellar mass surface density profiles as well
as their total mass density slopes. In addition, we investi-
gated their stellar angular momentum profiles and spatially
resolved stellar populations. The analysis yielded following
conclusions:
• CEGs in the local universe are outliers from the present-
day stellar mass-size relation, but in formidable agreement
with the stellar mass-size relation at z ∼ 2.
• The stellar mass surface density profiles of CEGs fol-
low the profiles of massive and quiescent galaxies at higher
redshift and therefore endorse the theory that these objects
are indeed passively evolved analogues of the "red nuggets".
Moreover, the spread in their structural properties, such as
their stellar masses and sizes, allows us to constrain their
subsequent evolution channels into regular and massive ellip-
ticals. In particular the largest galaxies in our sample show a
build-up of stellar mass, which is predominantly deposited in
the remote regions (> 5 kpc) and indicative of a stellar mass
assembly that (thus far) is dominated by minor mergers.
• The central (6 1Re) total mass density slopes of CEGs
exceed the density slope of an isothermal profile. This is
driven by the high stellar mass concentration and the neg-
ligible contribution of dark matter within one half-light ra-
dius. Given the unambiguous affiliation with the population
of massive and passive galaxies at z ∼ 2, this implies an evo-
lution of the total mass density slopes with redshift (γ ∝ z),
as predicted by e.g. highly dissipational merger simulations.
Moreover, the progenitors of our galaxies (and consequently
of the compact and massive galaxy population at earlier
times) must have been disky and gas rich systems that have
either merged or collapsed directly, in order to provide the
strong deviations from an isothermal density profile.
Adopting an NFW profile, we also constrained their dark
halo contribution to the total mass budget. Within one ef-
fective radius, CEGs are highly dominated by the stellar
component, with a mean stellar-to-dynamical mass ratio of
0.89. The high stellar-to-dynamical mass ratios are driven
by the low amount of dark matter due to the decrease in
effective radius which, then again, encompasses less of the
dark volume. Our dynamical results therefore suggest an
evolution of the dark matter fraction with increasing red-
shift (fDM ∝ z).
• All CEGs are fast rotators. Their specific stellar angular
momentum profiles are in line with those that are observed
within hydrodynamical simulations, where early (z > 2)
"wet" mergers yield a spin-up of the merger remnant. "Dry"
major mergers can largely be ruled out for the bulk of our
sample as violent relaxation is expected to wash out their
rotationally supported orbital configurations, which mani-
fest themselves in a clear anti-correlation of the line-of-sight
velocity moments v and h3.
• The spatially resolved stellar populations of all galaxies
are uniformly old (> 10Gyr), except for two objects which
show clear signs of recent merger/stripping interactions. The
stellar mass assembly must therefore have happened beyond
redshift z ∼ 2, followed by a passive evolution thereafter.
This provides corroborating evidence for a largely passive
evolution within the last 10Gyr and the close resemblance
to the "red nuggets".
Their central stellar metallicities are super solar, ranging
from 0.2 6 Fe/H 6 0.4, making CEGs positive outliers in
the mass-metallicity relation. Their metallicities, however,
are consistent with the central metallicities of the oldest and
most massive ellipticals in the nearby universe, showing that
both measurements can be brought into agreement if CEGs
form the cores of today’s massive ETG population.
The stellar metallicity and chemical abundance gradients
are considerably higher than those found in local elliptical
galaxies, with a mean of (∆(Z/H)/∆(log(R))= −0.41±0.07.
Given their passive evolution since z ∼ 2, the differences
in their light-weighted stellar populations are expected to
decrease such that their gradients at the time of forma-
tion must have been even stronger. Whereas gradients of
this magnitude are predicted by both monolithic collapse
and dissipative mergers and therefore cannot be used to
strictly pin down their formation paths at this stage, they
(in combination with the stellar age estimates and the dy-
namical characteristics) again raise a "wet" and/or "dry"
major merger scenario within the last 10Gyr into question.
The body of evidence presented throughout this paper is
unambiguous and confirms that we have found mostly pas-
sively evolved analogues of compact, massive and passive
galaxies at z ∼ 2. These objects therefore not only offer an
unprecedented view of the structural, dynamical and chem-
ical properties of high-redshift galaxies, which is currently
not possible for their analogues at earlier times, but can also
serve as tight observational constraints for models of galaxy
formation and evolution.
Their largely pristine characteristics hide important in-
formation about their (violent) formation histories and their
subsequent evolution channels. But, despite the intriguing
possibilities of exploiting this wealth of information, the
analysis presented here also poses some challenges for the
current two-phase paradigm within which the strong struc-
tural evolution of massive and passive galaxies since z ∼ 2
is thought to be dictated by numerous minor mergers. If mi-
nor merging is indeed the dominant evolutionary path after
z ∼ 2, is it capable of i) reconciling the metallicity gradient
measurements with those of their more massive counterparts
in our vicinity, ii) redistributing the orbital configuration in
such a way that slow-rotating galaxies, too, can be formed,
iii) explaining the evolution of the total mass density slope
over cosmic time and iv) decreasing the peak surface mass
densities in order to match those of their local descendants?
It is certainly beyond of the scope of this paper to pro-
vide a definitive answer to these questions, but we have tried
to qualitatively assess the impact of minor merging on the
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aforementioned issues. Minor merging will affect i) and iii);
by increasing the half-light radius, the central velocity dis-
persion will decrease and move the CEG sample closer to the
population of local ellipticals in the ∆Z/H − σc diagram.
Whether the absolute values of the metallicity gradients de-
crease, however, strongly depends on the chemical composi-
tion of satellite galaxies, but it is clear that some evolution
is necessary in order to align the measurements of the mean
metallicity slopes of both nearby ETGs and CEGs, in par-
ticular at the high mass end. Likewise, the growth in size
will increase the dark matter contribution to the total mass
content within the effective radius, which will yield shallower
total mass density slopes that are more consistent with the
locally observed isothermal density profile. In contrast, mi-
nor merging alone will struggle to explain ii) and iv); it is
currently not clear how minor mergers can decrease the stel-
lar angular momentum profile by redistributing the stellar
orbits effectively, since satellite material is mainly stored be-
yond a few effective radii. Furthermore, we do not observe
a decrease in the peak stellar mass surface densities even
for those objects in our sample which have already grown
considerably by building up a stellar envelope. We therefore
conclude that, while minor merging is key for the strong
size evolution of massive and passive galaxies since z ∼ 2,
minor merging alone is insufficient to reconcile the detailed
structural properties of CEGs with their present-day descen-
dants and cannot be regarded as the single channel for the
evolution of CEGs into massive present-day ellipticals.
Processes, such as AGN feedback, have been put
forward as an explanation of the strong stellar mass-size
evolution since z ∼ 2 and as a possible resort for the
discrepancy in the central stellar mass surface densities
of massive and passive ETGs at high and low-redshift
(Fan et al. 2008). Yet, those processes are expected to
dramatically decrease the central stellar velocity dispersions
(Fan et al. 2010) and therefore disagree with observational
evidence which hints at a modest evolution (Cenarro &
Trujillo 2009; Beifiori et al. 2014). Similarly, Ishibashi et al.
(2013) propose AGN-driven star formation in the outskirts
to partially account for the evolution of the "red nuggets"
at higher redshifts. However, this is at odds with the
uniformly old stellar age estimates of our sample, indicating
that theses scenarios can only assist in the evolution of the
"red nuggets" rather than being considered as the main
underlying physical drivers.
It is also worth noting here that, despite the many
differences in the structural and dynamical properties of
CEGs and local ETGs, CEGs still line up in several of
the continuous sequences of galaxy properties as observed
e.g. within the ATLAS3D survey (Cappellari 2016). For
instance, the ages, velocity dispersions and mass density
slopes of our CEGs can roughly be estimated by extrap-
olating the ATLAS3D values towards the most compact
and densest fast rotators. That is, the compact elliptical
galaxy sample in our study basically straddles the zone
of exclusion (ZOE) relation and thus represents the most
extreme objects at a given stellar mass. Nonetheless,
important differences remain; the stellar M/L are generally
lower than expected from the ATLAS3D sample and the
presence of a prominent bulge component is more than
dubios. The CEGs in this work are commonly fast-rotating
and rather flat, with low Sérsic indices, and even if a bulge
component is detected via an ambiguous photometric two-
component decomposition, the decomposition itself remains
inconclusive as it contradicts the dynamical decomposition
(Yıldırım et al. 2015). We therefore argue that CEGs do
not necessarily follow the same evolutionary path of regular
fast-rotating ETGs in the mass-size diagram, as put forward
by the ATLAS3D survey (Cappellari et al. 2013b). The lack
of a bulge component also casts doubt on the efficiency of
morphological quenching and its importance for the shutoff
of star formation (Martig et al. 2009) in CEGs in general. If
anything, the presence of high central densities alone seems
to be sufficient to quench galaxies rapidly (van Dokkum
et al. 2015). Interestingly, Martín-Navarro et al. (2016) finds
a correlation between a galaxy’s SMBH mass and its stellar
populations, with galaxies harbouring overmassive black
holes also showing the oldest and most α-enhanced stellar
populations. So far, three black hole mass constraints are
available for our CEG sample. With all three being positive
outliers from the black hole scaling relations (Walsh et al.
2015, 2016, 2017), this suggests that black hole growth and
feedback might have played an equally decisive role in the
evolution of CEGs and thus for the most massive ETGs; a
conclusion which was also reached by Barro et al. (2013),
where AGN feedback was frequently observed for the likely
progenitors of the compact and quiescent galaxy population
at z ∼ 2.
Finally, we emphasise that our sample size here is
merely a result of our strict sample selection in the HET-
MGS (with a hard cut in SOI > 0.05 ′′ and Re 6 2 kpc),
yielding a lower limit for the number density of these ob-
jects of ∼ 2.5× 10−6Mpc3 in the local universe (i.e. within
a distance of 112Mpc and excluding NGC3990 from the
CEG sample). However, more CEGs can be found by relax-
ing the selection criteria, thus increasing the sample size to
a statistically more significant number (e.g. Saulder et al.
2015).
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Table A1. Multi-Gaussian-Expansion of MRK1216’s HST
(F160W) H -band image at a fixed PA of 70.15 ◦(measured
counter-clockwise with the image aligned N.-E., i.e. north is up
and east is left), adopting an extinction correction of 0.017mag
and an H -band absolute magnitude for the sun of 3.32. The
columns display the number of each Gaussian (1), its surface
density (2), dispersion (3), corresponding flattening (4) and offset
from the PA, measured counter-clockwise (5). All tables are avail-
able in their entirety as Supporting Information online. A portion
is shown here for guidance.
# I [L pc−2] σ [arcsec] q ΨPA
1 89721.781 0.0940199 0.7200000 0.0000000
2 65370.125 0.2298265 0.7700000 0.0000000
- - - - -
10 17.127 29.7630386 0.9900000 0.0000000
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Figure B1. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of MRK1216, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 160 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 335 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B2. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC0384, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 189 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 240 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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Figure B3. Top: Point-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC0472, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show regular rotation around the short axis of 78 km s−1and a central velocity
dispersion of 252 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is up and
east is left.
Figure B4. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC1270, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 164 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 370 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
MNRAS 000, 000–000 (0000)
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Figure B5. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC1271, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 227 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 303 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B6. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC1277, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 258 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 357 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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Figure B7. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC1281, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 187 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 256 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B8. Top: Point-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC1282, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 169 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 204 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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Figure B9. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC2767, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 193 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 250 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B10. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of NGC3390, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ. The higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4 have been omitted from the fits, as the velocity dispersion
measurements are generally below the PPAK instrumental resolution. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to illustrate
the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 123 km s−1and a central velocity
dispersion of 107 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is up and
east is left.
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Figure B11. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of PGC11179, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 204 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 292 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B12. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of PGC12562, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 280 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 263 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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Figure B13. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of PGC32873, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 193 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 310 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B14. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of PGC70520, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 258 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 265 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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Figure B15. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of UGC2698, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 99 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 350 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
Figure B16. Top: Bi-symmetrised PPAK IFU stellar kinematic maps of UGC3816, showing the mean stellar line-of-sight velocity v,
velocity dispersion σ and higher order Gauss-Hermite moments h3 and h4. Overplotted are contours of constant SB at 1 and 3Re to
illustrate the extent of the kinematic data. The maps show fast and regular rotation around the short axis of 202 km s−1and a central
velocity dispersion of 249 km s−1. Bottom: Best-fitting Schwarzschild model predictions. All maps are oriented north-east, i.e. north is
up and east is left.
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